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ADVICE FROM MY AGENT, KRISTIN NELSON: NINE OPENINGS TO AVOID 

https://nelsonagency.com/2017/08/all-9-story-openings-to-avoid-in-one-handy-post/ 

 

Your opening pages might be in trouble if… 

#1) Your novel opens with your main character alone somewhere thinking. Not a very dynamic 

way to start what might otherwise be an amazing story! Angie and I like to say these openings have 

fallen prey to one of “The Deadly R’s”: 

• Remembering 

• Reminiscing 
• Reflecting 
• Ruminating 

If your main character is doing any of the above, more than likely you’ve started your novel in the 

wrong place. How so? The Deadly R’s often signal that you’re starting with one of the following: 

• Backstory. Your character is thinking about something that happened in the past, off stage, 
before page one. Writers often start this way because they want the reader to understand 
right on page one that something has happened to the character (yesterday, last year, ten 
years ago) that will now, in this novel, motivate him or her to act. The problem is with this 
setup as an opening scene is that nothing is happening now. 

• Exposition. Your character is conveniently thinking about background information that you, 
the writer, want to give readers before your story really starts. Writers often start this way 
because they worry that readers won’t understand their stories if readers don’t first 
understand the finer points of nuclear fission…or the historical events that led up to the 
Battle of Bunker Hill…or how the tribes of Borneo hunted venomous snakes. And you might 
be right. But there are many more exciting, compelling, provocative ways to start a story than 
by introducing it with a classroom-style lesson on your background information—delivered 
via the internalizations of a character conveniently (and often awkwardly) thinking about 
things he or she already knows. 

To see if your opening pages have fallen prey to The Deadly R’s, imagine that you’re a movie 

director. It’s your job to capture the first action of your story on screen and make sure it captivates 

your audience. If your movie-direction of your novel’s first pages requires a narrative voice-over, 

then you might be in trouble. 

A second way to check? Grab a yellow highlighter and highlight every thought your character has on 

the first three pages of your novel. If you’ve highlighted more lines of text than you haven’t, then you 

might be in trouble. 

Remember: It’s not that your character isn’t allowed to think on your opening pages. It’s that when 

you replace action or masterful scene craft with the deep thoughts of a character we don’t really 
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know yet, and whose conflict we’re not yet invested in, then you’re most likely dampening our 

enthusiasm to read on. 

Your opening pages might be in trouble if… 

#2) Your novel opens with White Room Syndrome.  

In other words, you may have succeeded at putting at least one character on the page, and maybe 

some sort of action, too, but you’ve forgotten to share any details about your setting. Does your 

opening scene occur inside or outside? At night or during the day? In cold weather or hot? Where is 

your character, what’s nearby, and how does this environment affect him or her in this scene? 

Omit such details, and your reader has no choice but to imagine that your story is taking place in a 

“white room.” 

Anchor your reader in time and place in your manuscript’s opening pages—this is the number-one 

comment I make when I do critiques at conferences. 

As Angie will now discuss, there are several tips and tricks you can use to identify and revise White 

Room Syndrome (WRS) in your own opening scenes: 

a.) Does your story start with a lengthy passage of dialogue? This might be the number-

one indicator of WRS. Check your opening scene and make sure that your characters’ 

words aren’t hanging in the air in a white room. Without a sense of setting (time and place), the 

reader is left with no idea of where the characters are, why they’re there, and how this conversation 

might be important to the story. 

b.) Character is to Voice as Setting is to Atmosphere. Just as you choose your words carefully to 

give your character a distinctive voice, choose your words carefully to imbue your setting with a 

sense of atmosphere—one that supports the overall mood of the scene. Consider: 

Beatrice sauntered into the bordello’s frilly parlor, the plush pink carpet muffling the clank-clank-

clank of her silver spurs. 

Beatrice crept through the shadows of the bordello’s dusty parlor, the clank-clank-clank of her silver 

spurs echoing off the creaky floorboards.  

In the first sentence, Beatrice is sauntering, and the setting is frilly, plush, and pink. In the 

second, Beatrice is creeping, and the setting 

is dusty and creaky, with shadows and echoes. Were each of these the first sentence of a novel, my 

readerly imagination would be set up for a very different sort of story. The words you choose to lend 

your setting atmosphere matter. 
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c.) Does your setting impinge on your character’s senses? We know we’re supposed to use all 

five senses in our fiction—sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. But this tip takes that advice a step 

further. Consider: 

Bob sat behind the wheel of the getaway car, eyes peeled on the front door of the bank. It was hot 

and sunny, and he was sweating, and the front seat was too cramped for his three-hundred-pound 

frame. He tore the wrapper off another Ding Dong and took a bite. It was time, he decided, that the 

gang ditched the Chevelle and invested in a van. 

Bob sat in the getaway car, the steering wheel digging painfully into his ample gut. Sweat plastered 

his tee shirt to his chest and back. He shaded his eyes from the sun beating down on him through 

the Chevelle’s cracked windshield and squinted at the front door of the bank. He tore into 

another Ding Dong. It was time, he decided, that the gang invested in a van. 

In both passages, the setting includes the interior of a getaway car and a hot sun. But only in the 

second passage are these setting elements doing something to Bob. The steering wheel is digging 

painfully into his ample gut. The sun is beating down on him, making his sweat plaster his clothes to 

his body. In this passage, the setting is not only present, but it’s also impinging on the character in 

such a way that he can’t ignore it—and neither can the reader. Look for ways to make your setting 

impinge on your character, not just in your opening pages, but throughout your manuscript! 

Check your opening pages for WRS. Better yet, give your first scene to a friend or critique partner, 

and then ask them to describe the setting they imagined when they read it. Does it match what you 

imagined when you wrote it? If not, then we hope these tips will help you revise! 

Your opening pages might be in trouble if… 

#4) Your novel opens with a lengthy passage of “talking heads” dialogue.  

Here’s what fascinates me: The openings we suggest that you avoid actually evolve out of a writer’s 

good intentions. In this case, writers know that starting with dialogue can be a very dynamic way to 

open a story. Dialogue is inherently more energetic than a description-of-the-setting opening, and if 

done well, a dialogue-heavy opening can reveal a lot about character(s). 

Just so we’re clear, we’re not suggesting that you ax every bit of dialogue in your opening. The 

problem arises when an opening provides only dialogue to the exclusion of all other narrative 

elements. 

We call this the “talking heads” opening. When two (or more) characters have a conversation for a 

page (or more), then readers receive no other vital story clues, such as setting, context, tone, 

background information, or the power dynamic between the characters doing the speaking. 
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Angie here. Consider the following: 

“Did you bring my money?” 

“Relax. I brought your money.” 

“Where is it? Give it to me.” 

“Not yet. We’ve got some things to talk about first.” 

“I already told you everything I know.” 

“Not everything.” 

Any interest I have in this story, or any investment I might feel in the outcome of this conversation, is 

eclipsed by questions. Where are we? When are we? Are these characters men? Women? 

Children? Aliens? Talking squirrels? What are their roles in this story and how do they relate to each 

other? Is one a police detective and the other an informant? Is it two mobsters, one bribing the 

other? Is one a bully and the other a nerd? Is one a circus clown and the other an elephant trainer? 

Is this a funny story set in a 1960s Florida retirement community or a disturbing psychological thriller 

set in present-day Baltimore? 

The human brain is hardwired for story, so when you, the writer, leave details up for grabs, the 

reader’s brain is going to fill them in. It literally cannot stop itself. The longer you withhold basic story 

information, the more time the reader’s brain has to stockpile incorrect assumptions. That means 

that when you do reveal story details as you intended them, and readers discover they were wrong, 

they’re going to get confused, frustrated, and annoyed. They might even abandon your book. And 

that (brace yourself for some tough love) is not their fault. 

Remember that a published novel comes with a title, cover art, and back-cover copy, elements often 

worked up by professionals. These give the writer’s opening scene context. But with sample pages, 

all we have for context is your query letter’s pitch paragraph…and often that’s not enough. Approach 

your opening scene as though you’re writing for an audience with zero context, and you’ll start to 

think differently about what to include and what to save for later in the story. 

For now, take a look at your opening scene. If you’ve got lots of dialogue, make sure it’s balanced 

with other narrative elements: some details about setting, some evocative word choices that set the 

tone, some personal details about the characters—not only what they look like, but how they move, 

react, and behave. For fun, consider this revision: 

     Sister Mary Margaret slid onto the empty stool next to mine and tapped the bar. Old Joe 

uncapped a bottle of Jameson’s Irish and set up her usual double. She threw it back, then motioned 

for another. 

     Without so much as looking at me, she said, “Did you bring my money?” 

     “Relax,” I replied, watching Old Joe pour. “I brought your money.” 

     Down went her second double. “Where is it? Give it to me.” 
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     I took a sip of the warm beer I’d been nursing for the last hour. Sister Mary Margaret was known 

for two things: drinking hard and being late. Scratch that. It was three things she was known for. The 

third was dealing harshly with anyone who crossed her. I gulped. Sam made himself clear when he 

sent me in here. No info, no money. 

     “Not yet,” I said, trying my best to sound tough. “We’ve got some things to talk about first.” 

     Her laugh sounded like gravel in a cement mixer. “I already told you everything I know.” 

     I pulled an envelope out of my coat’s inside pocket and slid it toward her. “Not everything.” 

Want to try? Craft a brief opening scene from these six lines of dialogue, and then after we repost 

this article on Kristin’s blog (within a couple weeks), leave your scene in the comments section. Just 

for fun. 

Remember: Please take all the advice we give you in this article series with a grain of salt. If a writer 

has mastered craft, he or she can make any opening work, even ones we suggest you avoid. We 

read hundreds of sample pages every month, and the types of openings we’re sharing with you here 

often don’t work because they are overused. Avoid them, and you automatically increase your 

chances of standing out in the slush pile. Until next time…keep writing! 

Your opening pages might be in trouble if… 

#7) Your novel opens with pages of backstory or exposition instead of a scene created to kick 

off your novel.  

In the thousands and thousands of opening pages we’ve read over the years, we’ve discovered 

three problematic openers that fit this bill: 

1. Opening with a sentence or two of a scene, but then shifting into pages of backstory or 
exposition. 

2. Opening with a sentence or two of exposition or backstory, followed by the start of an 
actual scene. 

3. Opening with heavy exposition, backstory, or world building that goes on for pages without 
anchoring the reader to a character situated in the story’s narrative time and place. 

This type of opening becomes a problem when authors feel the need to fully explain their world 

before officially beginning the story—they’re afraid that readers will be lost without all the 

background information. A good intention, but a master writer knows how to layer in her world 

building and backstory at the same time she is introducing her characters, setting, and whatever 

situational conflict will launch the story’s momentum. 

When I come across a submission like this, I’ll skip ahead to see where—or if—the story actually 

begins; however, I’m already on notice. This type of false start makes it that much harder for the 

writer to win me back. You don’t want an agent looking for a reason to say no. 
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Angie here! Let’s look at some examples. 

• Opening with a sentence or two of a scene, but then shifting into pages of backstory or 
exposition. 

Marge stood, stretched her aching back, and leaned her shovel against the wall of the pit. The six 

other archeologists on her team squatted over their assigned areas of the site, still engrossed in their 

excavations. Marge surveyed their work and gave a satisfied nod. They’d made great progress 

today. 

Marge and her team had flown to Egypt six weeks prior. The university had finally managed to 

secure the funding for this dig, despite the dean’s oft-repeated assurances that the archeology 

department would never approve the sum Marge had requested. But over the summer, some 

anonymous donor had stepped forward and written a big, fat check. Marge couldn’t guess who the 

donor was, but she was too excited to care. She started calling her team and making travel 

arrangements… 

This type of opening is often crafted by writers who’ve learned that it’s a best practice to start in 

scene. So they do. But the siren song of expository backstory is still too alluring, and they can’t 

resist. To see if you’ve fallen prey, check for past-perfect verbs in your opening scene 

(had managed, had requested, had stepped forward). If you see some, then—RED ALERT!—you’ve 

probably slipped into backstory. 

Let’s look at another example: 

• Opening with a sentence or two of exposition or backstory, followed by the start of an 
actual scene. 

Marge had learned two things during her seventeen years as a university professor. The 

first was never to take no for an answer, especially when it came from the dean during a 

conversation about funding. The second was never to question the motives of an anonymous donor 

who wanted to send you and your whole team to Egypt for three months on an exclusive dig. She 

was right about the first, but wrong about the second. She was about to find out just how wrong. 

Marge stood, stretched her aching back, and leaned her shovel against the wall of the pit. The six 

other archeologists on her team squatted over their assigned areas of the site, still engrossed in their 

excavations…you know the rest. 

This type of opening is often crafted by writers who want to provide an immediate insight into 

character before showing us that character in setting, motion, or conflict. Also note the prophetic 

“she was about to find out just how wrong.” As far as hooks go, this kind always feels a little too on-

the-nose, like the writer is saying, Hey, isn’t that portentous and enticing? Most times, authors need 

to work a little harder than that to plant the hook that will keep readers genuinely intrigued. 
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To avoid this type of opening, recognize the difference between scene and exposition/backstory. 

Practice writing solely in scene. Only then, go back and layer in your exposition/backstory with subtle 

strokes that are relevant to the current scene. 

Kristin here: Of course, like all the examples we’ve given in this article series, any opening can work 

in the hands of a master writer. My client Sherry Thomas is renowned for her ability to pull this off. 

Read the opening of her debut novel Private Arrangements to see how she breaks this rule but still 

manages to get away with it. Her masterful writing sweeps the reader away! 

BONUS: 

Top 2 Reasons Why I Pass On Sample Pages 

by Kristin Nelson 

Just recently I did a workshop where I had the participants partner with another person in the class 

and exchange the first 30 pages of their manuscripts. The assignment I gave them was to read the 

30 pages all the way through once. After that was completed, to go back and start rereading. On the 

second read, I asked them to go page by page and outline the plot points in a neat list list by 

chapter.  I stressed that they were not summarizing the chapter. Simply listing the action found in 

it.  Then I had them email me the outlines before I started reading. 

Those were the instructions and everyone in the class tackled the exercise just fine so I’m confident 

all of you can do the same. 

I’d take a quick glance at the by-chapter outline and as an agent, I’d know what was wrong with the 

manuscript before I even hit the first page and started reading. I would then read the document to 

confirm what I already knew. One hundred percent of the time I was right.  I’d say 90% of what we 

see on submission has these issues so it’s definitely worth taking forty minutes to do this exercise 

with a writing partner that you trust. 

Because the two main culprits that will nix you getting a full manuscript request are these: 

1) The work is missing a plot catalyst to really start the story (so there is a lot going on action-wise 

but no actual story unfolding). 

2) There is nothing at stake for the main character. 

Happy revising! 
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